Shelby Daytona Cobra Coupe ‐ the master piece
that conquered Europe
Shelby Daytona Cobra, the master piece that conquered Europe. This one was originally built for the
1964‐65 racing season using the 289 Shelby Cobra roadster chassis in response to the Ferrari’s 250 GTO.
The car with the two white stripes earned its title as the “super car”. This one is a legend which won Le
Mans 24 hour race in 1964, and helped Ford win the World Manufacturers Championship in 1965, Cobra
is certainly topping any mans dream car list.
Daytona is a vehicle which single handedly earned the winning position from the Ferrari’s consecutive
wins from 1960s to 1965. It was a successful collaboration of Carol Shelby and Ford which crafted this
GT40 Daytona version; this is the wonder which won the Daytona by beating the Ferrari from 1966 to
1969.
Take a look at this piece of art with a descriptive elaboration below
Being a super car, this one is immensely comfortable and extremely fast, going from 0 to 60 mph, under
4 seconds. Today we are lucky to find numerous fast cars that give the over whelming speed and power
as crafted and structured by latest automobile manufacturers, where as, on the other hand there is the
1965 Shelby which gives greater or almost equal head on competition to today’s leading super cars.
Shelby has a vast range of amazing muscle cars to their port folio today. Imagine the Shelby GT 500 one
of its remarkably crowned super sports muscle car. The outstanding performance and creation of the
Daytona cobra which not only defeated the Ferrari teams consecutive victory in a blow but also made its
ostentatious debut in the market with its ground breaking performance at the Le mans Daytona,
marking its mark as the leading race car whilst defeating the Ferrari team.
When we are talking of the Shelby Daytona Cobra Coupe we are speaking of excessive power muscle
machine, which not only exerts unmatched power but also unparalleled top speed and performance.
This 427 AC cobra has a V8, 485 brake horse power, 362 kilowatts with an amazingly top speed of
290 km/ hour.
In this fast paced world today, we have all these top performing muscle machines like Ford, Ferrari,
Porsche, Jaguar, BMW and Mercedes etc bring out their various versions and models each day after
enormous research and unlimited testing trying to compete with each others models. Innovating latest
engines, safety and mechanical advances; devising and improvising creating latest designs and
mechanical break through machines. Where as, on the other hand we have the 1965 Shelby Daytona
Cobra coupe which goes head on with today’s technology when it comes to extreme sports cars
competing on the basis of speed, performance and pace.

